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Abstract
The purpose of the present study is to examine whether the summarizing skills in the first language (L1) of
learners of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) affect their summary performances in a second language (L2).
To examine the transferring of L1 summarizing skills to L2 summary performance it is necessary to figure out
which L1 knowledge and skills EFL learners already possess. A total of 47 Japanese university students with low
intermediate English proficiency were asked to write a summary in their L2 (i.e., English) and L1 (i.e., Japanese)
of a text written in each of the same languages after they received a quick lecture on how to write a summary.
The relationship between their L1 and L2 summarizing skills was examined by using the scores from their L1
and L2 summary performances. The results showed that a small variance of L1 summarizing skill affected the
overall summary performances in L2, which supports the Cummins’s (1976) Linguistics Threshold Hypothesis.
This study concludes by offering several suggestions for teachers of summary writing, and implications for
future research.
Keywords: L1 summarizing skill, L2 summarizing skill, L2 competence, University EFL learners, L2 threshold
level in summary writing
1. Introduction
1.1 Literature Review
Summarizing a text is a highly complex cognitive skill (Kirkland & Saunders, 1991), and summary production
involves a complex interplay of cognitive and metacognitive activities (Hosseinpur, 2015). The production of a
summary is assumed to follow three stages, including understanding the text, identifying the main ideas of the
text and integrating the main ideas into a text (Kato, 2018).
Though producing a summary is considered a complex cognitive skill, some researchers highlight how the
experience of writing summaries influences a writer’s summary performance. For example, Johns (1985)
examined the difference in quality of English summaries produced by novice first language (L1) summary
writers and expert L1 summary writers (e.g., eighth-grade students vs. adults) and Winograd (1984) compared
“underprepared” U.S. university students and academically “prepared” U.S. university students. Moreover,
researchers argue that the skill of summary writing improves after summary writers receive instructions in
summary writing (e.g., Choy & Lee, 2012; Keck, 2006; Wichadee, 2013).
However, many students, especially students from China, Japan, and Korea, have different backgrounds of
writing education to students from Western countries (e.g., Liebman, 1992; Pennycook, 1996; Rinnert &
Kobayashi, 2005; Shi, 2006). As Liebman (1992) mentions, the L2 rhetorical instruction in the Japanese school
system tends to focus on grammar, and Japanese high school students even receive little L1 writing training.
Moreover, according to Kobayashi and Rinnert (2001, 2002), Japanese high school students experience very
little writing of any kind, and their knowledge of writing can be called self-taught because they do not receive
sufficient L1 composing instruction throughout their academic contexts (Casanove, 1998). Therefore, when
students from East Asian countries study in U.S. universities, they require explicit instruction in integrated
reading and writing skills (Leki & Carson, 1997).
Researchers (e.g., Johns & Mayes, 1990; Kim, 2009) have suggested another cause for the difficulties with
summary writings in L2, the students’ L2 skills and writing proficiency. Hirvela (2004) also argued that the
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limitations of the second language (L2) writers’ English language skills lead to difficulties not only with writing
in English, but also with reading in English, and that is a very important difference between the first language
(L1) and L2 writing instruction contexts.
In studies on second language acquisition, it is considered that L1 linguistic knowledge of L2 learners transfer to
the L2 (e.g., Cook, 2000; Gass & Selinker, 2008; Garcia-Mayo, 2009; Goad & White, 2009; Snape, 2008).
Several studies examining the relation between L1 and L2 have adopted Cummins’s (1979) Linguistic
Interdependence Hypothesis, suggesting that the level of L2 competence learners accomplish is significantly
influenced by their L1 competence. Focusing on writing studies, Cumming (1989) and Sasaki and Hirose (1996)
examined whether L2 writing performance is influenced by L1 writing competences, and found that proficient
writers in L1 tend to also be proficient writers in L2. In addition, given the relation between L1 and L2 reading
skills, some studies found significant positive correlations between the interlanguage reading skills (Carrell,
1991; López & Greenfield, 2004; van Gelderen et al., 2007), even in the case of the combination of a
non-alphabetical language as L1 (e.g., Japanese) and English as L2 (Yamashita, 2002).
Cummins (1976) proposed the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis before he suggested the Linguistic
Interdependence Hypothesis (Cummins, 1979), and some researchers (e.g., Alderson, 1989; Bernhardt & Kamil,
1995; Cummins, 1979) were skeptical about the Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis and they reported that a
proficient transfer of L1 ability to L2 could not occur. In other words, L2 learners require a threshold of L2
proficiency which refers to L2 grammar and vocabulary knowledge, and the short-circuit of L1 knowledge
transfer only occurs if they do not achieve said L2 proficiency threshold (Alderson, 1984; Carrell, 1998; Clarke,
1979; Cziko, 1980).
The studies on the relation between L1 reading and L2 reading (e.g., Bernhardt & Kamil, 1995; Bossers, 1991;
Brisbois, 1992; Carrell, 1991) support the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis, and these studies showed that L2
proficiency explains more variance in L2 reading than L1 reading does. Also, Ito (2009) investigated the
existence of the threshold level in L2 writing, and he tentatively confirmed the existence of the threshold level in
L2 writing.
However, in recent years, evidence both for and against the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis has been shown
(e.g., August, 2006; Jiang, 2011; Pae, 2018; Park, 2013). In any case, there are few studies exploring the
relationship between the integrated skill of reading and writing in L1 and L2, e.g., summarizing skill in L1 and in
L2.
1.2 Purpose of the Study
As shown in Figure 1, when summary writers produce a summary in L1 from a source text written in L1, they
need to manipulate summarizing skills which are defined as the central executive system, making it possible for
them to produce a summary. Summarizing skills imply the summarizing rules, i.e., finding the main ideas from
the source text, rearranging the order of the statements logically with examples of integration and connectives,
and expressing accurate information from the source text in their own words and structures (Hedgcock & Ferris,
2009; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). On the other hand, when they produce a summary
in L2 from a source text written in L2, they need to have the required L2 ability in addition to summarizing
skills.

Figure 1. Model of summary production skill in L2
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In this paper, Japanese EFL learners’ L1 summary performances will be compared with their English summary
performances to examine if their L1 summarizing skills transfer to their performances of English summary
writing.
2. Research Question
Previous studies (e.g., Cumming, 1989; Sasaki & Hirose, 1996; Carrell, 1991; López & Greenfield, 2004; van
Gelderen et al., 2007; Yamashita, 2002) suggest that L1 proficiency skills have the important role of influencing
both L2 reading and writing performances, and predict that L2 summary performance is influenced to no small
extent by L1 summarizing skills (i.e., components of summarizing skills in Figure 1). Therefore, the present
research addressed the following research question: Do L1 summarizing skills transfer to L2 summary
production?
3. Methodology
3.1 Participants
A total of 82 participants in this study were all enrolled in freshman English courses offered at a university in
Japan. Their major was engineering, and they had two English classes a week; one provided by a native English
teacher, and the other provided by the present author who is a Japanese English teacher.
According to Nation, (2006, 2011), Sato (2017), and Schmitt and Schmitt (2012), vocabulary size is strongly
related to second language proficiency, and to select the appropriate text to be used for producing a summary in
English, all the students took a vocabulary size test (Mochizuki, Aizawa & Tono, 2003). The result of the test
showed that the students were at the level of 3,529.60 (SD =1,253.13) words out of 7,000. Based on that, it was
determined that the students’ proficiency in English was lower intermediate. All the students were unfamiliar
with writing a summary in both English and Japanese.
3.2 Materials
3.2.1 English and Japanese Texts
The English text materials were adapted from a section of the reading comprehension of the EIKEN Test, Japan’s
leading English proficiency assessment (See Appendix A). The readability of the English text to be used for
producing a summary in English was measured using Microsoft Word (see Table 1 in detail). Flesch Reading
Ease is one of the simple approaches to clarify the grade-level of readers (Flesch, 1949): A score of around 80
reflects a fairly easy level which is equivalent to the 7th grade school level for English native speakers. In
linguistic typology, the Japanese language belongs to agglutinative languages, while English belongs to
inflectional languages. Hence, I divided the Japanese vocabulary by morpheme and counted the number of
morphemes to determine the word count.
Table 1. Readability and features of the text
Japanese

English

Passive sentences

8%

3%

Flesch Reading Ease

N.A.

79.7

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level

N.A.

4.5

Count of Words

288

255

Count of Characters

604

1137

Count of Paragraphs

4

4

Counts of Sentences

26

26

Average (Sentence per Paragraph)

6.5

6.5

Average (Words per Sentence)

15.3

9.8

Average (Characters per Word)

1.9

4.3

Note. N.A. = Not applicable.
The Japanese text was translated from the English text by the present author (See Appendix B). I paid close
attention to not changing the meaning of words or sentences when translating. As Table 1 shows, the count of
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characters, paragraphs, and sentences was counted by hand.
3.2.2 Data Collection Procedures
Before starting data collection, all students received a lecture on how to write a summary in English by the
author. They were mainly instructed to write a summary which is short but detailed, to allow readers who have
not read the source text to understand the main idea, that they do not copy any sentences directly from the source
text but paraphrase them, and that they place the main idea of the source text in the first sentence of the summary
as a topic sentence. Subsequently, the teacher distributed a worksheet (See Appendix A) to the students, and
asked them to write a summary in English in for 30 minutes. They were allowed to look at the source text while
writing the summary. In the next class, the teacher distributed a worksheet (See Appendix B) to students, and
asked them to write a summary in Japanese in 30 minutes. They were again allowed to look at the source text
while writing the summary.
3.2.3 Raters and Rubric
The scoring rubric used for evaluating the summaries in English was adopted from Li (2014) (Appendix C), and
it consisted of four components addressing different aspects of summarization: Main idea coverage; Integration;
Language use; and Source use. These categories, except for Language use, refer to components of the
summarizing skills shown in Figure 1. Can-do lists of each category were established, and scores from zero to
five were categorized as shown in Appendix C. All the raters used the same rubric.
A total of 47 English summaries produced by the participants were evaluated by three raters who taught English
at a senior high school and a university in Japan. The internal-consistency reliability of raters measured by the
Cronbach alpha was as follows: α = 0.90 for Main idea coverage; α = 0.84 for Integration; α = 0.99 for
Language use; and α = 0.78 for Source use. Meanwhile, a total of 47 Japanese summaries produced by the same
participants were evaluated by three different raters. They were all Japanese native speakers who were
elementary school teachers in Japan, and they evaluated the summaries using the same rubric as the English
raters. The internal-consistency reliability was as follows: α = 0.94 for Main idea coverage; α = 0.98 for
Integration; α = 1.00 for Language use; and α = 0.98 for Source use.
3.2.4 Data Analysis Procedures
All the summaries were analyzed using IBM SPSS statistics version 23.0. For the sake of consistency, a
consensus among three raters was set to exclude students who had not written anything or written just one
sentence since they were asked to write a summary which is short but detailed. Also, students who just copied
whole sentences from the source text were excluded. As a result, 47 students’ samples were investigated.
Firstly, to compare the Japanese and English summaries statistically, a t-test was conducted. Secondly, to
examine the influence of the Japanese summaries on those in English, a regression analysis was conducted.
4. Results
The results of the analysis are presented in Table 2. In both languages, students obtained a higher score for Main
idea coverage than any of the other categories: Mean = 3.27, SD = 0.77 in Japanese; and Mean = 3.26, SD =
1.17 in English. Writing a summary in their own words while writing in English was hard for them because the
average score for Source use was the lowest of the four: Mean = 3.13, SD = 0.65 in Japanese; and Mean = 2.05,
SD = 1.27 in English.
To compare the score of each evaluation category for both summaries (i.e., English summary and Japanese
summary), a Welch’s t-test was conducted. As shown in Table 2, though a significant difference could not be
seen between the scores of Main idea coverage in English and Japanese (t(79.72) = 0.03, n.s.), there were
significant differences between the scores of other categories: t(61.88) = 3.04, p < .01 for Integration; t(46.00) =
12.70, p < .001 for Language use; and t(68.56) = 5.18, p < .001 for Source use. Consequently, a significant
difference was seen between the total scores for the Japanese summary and the English summary, (t(61.56) =
6.34, p < .01).
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Table 2. Comparison of the participants’ Japanese summaries and English summaries
Japanese (n=47)
Mean
SD.
3.27
0.77
3.11
0.61
5.00
0.00
3.13
0.65
14.51
1.85

MI
Integ
LU
SU
Total

English (n=47)
Mean
SD.
3.26
1.17
2.41
1.46
2.34
1.43
2.05
1.27
10.06
4.44

t
0.03
3.04**
12.70***
5.18***
6.34***

df
79.72
61.88
46.00
68.56
61.56

F
16.99
34.87
184.49
13.86
26.17

Note. MI = Main idea coverage, Integ = Integration, LU = Language use, SU = Source use.
*** = p <.001, ** = p <.01, * = p <.05.
To examine which category performances (i.e., Main idea coverage, Integration, Language use, and Source use)
in the Japanese summary were significantly predicted to influence overall English summary performance,
multiple regression analysis was conducted. As shown in Table 3, the results indicate that three predictors
explained only 18.6% of the variance (R2 = 0.19, F(3, 46) = 4.51, p <.01), and among them, only Main idea
coverage (β = .52, p <.05) is significantly predicted to have an influence.
Table 3. Result of multiple regression analysis of overall summary performance in English
Overall summary performance (English)
Independent variable
Main idea coverage (Japanese)
Integration (Japanese)
Language use (Japanese)
Source use (Japanese)
R2 = 0.19
df = (3, 46)
F = 4.51
p = 0.01

B
2.99
-3.32
2.89

β
0.52
-0.46
0.42

t
2.30
-1.57
1.92

p
0.26
0.12
0.06

Table 4. Result of Multiple Regression Analysis of Each Performance in English
y.

Main idea coverage (English)

x.

MI

Int

LU

SU

MI

Integration (English)
Int

LU

SU

Language use (English)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

MI (J)

Source use (English)

Int

LU

SU

MI

Int

LU

SU

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

(J)

B

0.78

-0.62

-

0.67

1.03

-1.27

-

0.86

0.68

-0.32

-

0.15

0.50

-0.98

-

1.21

β

0.51

-0.40

-

0.37

0.55

-0.53

-

0.39

0.37

-0.13

-

0.07

0.31

-0.48

-

0.62

t

2.25

-1.36

-

1.68

2.36

-1.78

-

1.71

1.49

-0.42

-

0.28

1.34

-1.62

-

2.81

p

0.03

0.18

-

0.10

0.02

0.08

-

0.10

0.15

0.67

-

0.78

0.19

0.11

-

0.01

R2 = 0.18

R2 = 0.20

R2 = 0.03

R2 = 0.18

df =(3, 46)

df =(3, 46)

df =(3, 46)

df =(3, 46)

F = 4.28

F = 3.51

F = 1.48

F = 4.41

p = 0.10

p = 0.02

p = 0.23

p = 0.01

Note. x = Independent variable, y = dependent variable, MI(J) = Main idea coverage in Japanese,
Int(J) = Integration in Japanese, LU(J) = Language use in Japanese, SU(J) = Source use in Japanese
Though it seemed that the performance in Main idea coverage in L1 influenced the overall performance in
English summary, to examine how the performance of each category in L1 influences the performance of each
category in L2, a multiple regression analysis was conducted again. Needless to say, summary writers are
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required to obtain the skill/ability of all four categories in English (i.e., Main idea coverage, Integration,
Language use, and Source use) because these four categories are essential components of producing a summary
in English. The results in Table 4 show that the performance in Main idea coverage in Japanese is significantly
predicted to influence both the performance in Main idea coverage in English (β =.51, p <.05), and the
performance of Integration in English (β =.55, p <.05), while Source use in Japanese is significantly predicted to
influence the performance in Source use in English (β =.62, p <.01).
5. Discussion
As shown in Figure 2, three summarizing skills (i.e., Main idea coverage, Integration, and Source use) are
required when writing a summary in L1 (e.g., Japanese), while an ability in L2 in addition to the summarizing
skills are required when writing a summary in L2 (e.g., English).
It is hypothesized that L1 summarizing skills affect the performances of summarizing skills in L2 (See Figure 2
in detail), and indeed, the results show that parts of the summarizing skills such as finding main ideas (i.e., Main
idea coverage) and expressing accurate information from the source text in their own words (i.e., Source use)
seemed to influence students’ performances in English. However, in fact, their English ability was not good
enough to express appropriate grammar and vocabulary, and Language form in English was not influenced by
any skills in Japanese as shown in Figure 2, which resulted in only 18.6% of the variance being explained by the
influence of L1 summarizing skills on the L2 summary performance.

Figure 2. Transferring the summarizing sub-skills from L1 to L2
Note. MI = Main idea coverage, Int = Integration, SU = Source use, LU = Language use
According to a previous study which examined the effectiveness of the provision of L1 clues to produce a
summary in L2 (Kato, 2018), even though the EFL summary writers completely understood the English text
when helped by L1 clues such as L1 translation and L1 glossary, they needed to possess enough knowledge of
English grammar and vocabulary when they produced a summary in English. The same can be deducted from
this study. To select a suitable text for the participants in this study, their vocabulary size and readability of the
English text were measured, so it was predicted that the selected English text was not too difficult for them to
comprehend.
When the raters evaluated the participants’ English summaries, they paid attention to their grammatical and
lexical errors in terms of Language form, but they focused on the content rather than their grammatical and
lexical errors in terms of other evaluation categories. Nevertheless, only 18.6% of their summarizing skills in
Japanese affected their summary performances in English, and the result of multiple regression analysis showed
that only the score of Main idea coverage which referred to the skill of reading comprehension was significantly
predicted to have an influence on the performance of L2 summary, and the scores of other categories (i.e.,
Integration, Source use, and Language use) were not significantly predicted to have an influence.
In other words, summary writers are required to possess sufficient proficiency in English exposing the mental
representation which they build in their mind while reading the text, and they especially need knowledge of
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English grammar and vocabulary as an absolute condition. If they had possessed higher proficiency of L2, their
English summary would have been more sophisticated in line with their Japanese summaries. Accordingly, as
Cummins (1976) proposed, the linguistic threshold is expected to exist in the case of producing a summary as
well.
Considering the findings from this present study and applying them to a future related study, the participants’ L2
proficiency such as vocabulary and grammar needs to be measured to examine if the threshold exists in the case
of summary writing. Also, qualitative protocols such as think-aloud, immediate recall, and interview should be
adopted to identify the process and strategies EFL summary writers employ to produce a summary in L1 and L2.
Furthermore, some educational implications were raised through the findings of the present study. First, the
teachers teaching summary writing to non-proficient students or students who are unfamiliar with summary
writing should instruct English grammar and vocabulary separately from the instruction of summary writing in
English. Also, as a co-operational instruction with their first language education (i.e., Japanese), both language
teachers teaching Japanese and English should create more opportunities for EFL learners to produce summaries
in each language.
6. Conclusion
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the influence of L1 summarizing skills consisting of the
skills referring to the three components in the rubric (i.e., Main idea coverage, Integration, and Source use) on
summary performance in L2, and an attempt was made to clarify the complex skills by exploring the role of
summarizing skills in L1 in producing a summary in L2. Though the present author used the participants’
vocabulary size and the readability of the English text to select suitable materials for producing a summary, the
participants could not express the mental representation in their own words using appropriate English grammar
and vocabulary. In fact, their performances in Japanese summary writing were quite sophisticated, but the role of
L1 summarizing skills was not as large as that of English proficiency.
The finding from this study is that L2 proficiency may play a great role in producing a summary in L2, but it is
predicted that the role of L2 proficiency may be different depending on the L2 proficiency of summary writers.
For example, L2 proficiency is vital for students with poor L2 proficiency, but it may not be for proficient L2
learners. Considering the influence of L1 summarizing skills, as Cummins (1976) proposed, sufficient L2
proficiency causes the successful transferring of L1 summarizing skills to L2 summary performances. Therefore,
a threshold level in L2 proficiency to transfer summarizing skills from L1 to L2 is expected to exist there much
like in the case of reading and writing.
Also, to understand the complexity of summary writing, future studies need to be carefully planned to observe
the process that the learner uses and the strategies they employ to produce a summary, in order to deepen our
understanding of the nature of summary production and to offer many useful suggestions for EFL teachers to
better teach summary writing.
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Appendix A
English Text for Summary
下の英文を読み、80 語程度の要約を英語で書いてみましょう。
(Read the following passage in English, and write a 80 words summary in English.)
A Clean New Year
In Thailand, there is a festival in April called Songkran. This is Thailand’s New Year’s party. Songkran is
celebrated all over the country for three days. However, in the northern city of Chiang Mai, it is six days. Long
ago, Thai people used a different calendar from other places in the world. Their year started around April 13.
Now, their year starts on January 1, but they still celebrate the New Year from April 13 to April 15.
During Songkran, Thai people throw water at each other in the streets. It is exciting. Almost everyone gets wet,
even the police. People put water on old people’s hands. The only people who do not get wet are monks* and
babies. People throw water for many reasons. The most important one is to have a clean body and mind for the
new year. In Thailand, it is very hot at that time of year. So, people do not get angry when they get wet.
In Thailand, most people are Buddhist,* so they keep statues* of Buddha. On April 14, people dance and sing in
the streets. They also carry their statues. They throw water at the Buddha statues to clean them. The water smells
nice because it has flowers in it. The streets smell good during Songkran. Sometimes there is a contest to choose
the most beautiful woman.
Another thing people do at this time is they clean their houses. They also wear new clothes. All these things
show that people are ready for the new year.
*monk: 僧侶

*Buddhist: 仏教徒

*statue: 像
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Appendix B
Japanese Text for Summary
下の日本語の文章を読み、200 字程度の要約を日本語で書いてみましょう。
(Read the following passage in Japanese, and write a one-third-length summary in Japanese).
クリーンな新年
タイでは、ソンクラーンと呼ばれる祭りが４月にある。これはタイのお正月の祭りにあたる。ソンク
ラーンは３日間国中でお祝いされる。しかし、チェンマイの北部の街では６日間である。昔、タイ人
は世界の他の地域の人たちとは違うカレンダーを使っていた。彼らの年は４月１３日頃から始まった。
今、彼らの年は１月１日から始まるが、彼らは未だに４月１３日から１５日まで新年を祝う。
ソンクラーンの間、タイ人は路上でお互いに水をかけ合います。それはわくわくします。ほとんどの
人がずぶ濡れになり、警察さえずぶ濡れになります。老人には手に水をかけます。ずぶ濡れにならな
い唯一の人は僧侶と赤ちゃんである。水をかけるのには多くの理由があります。最も重要な理由の一
つは、新年にあたり身と心を清潔することである。タイでは、新年は１年のうちの暑い時期にあたる。
そのため、ずぶ濡れになっても人々は怒らない。
タイは、ほとんどの人が仏教徒であるため、仏像を持っている。４月１４日は、人々は路上で踊った
り歌ったりする。彼らは、仏像を運んで行く。そして人々は仏像をきれいにするために仏像にも水を
かける。水には花が入っているため良い香りがする。ソンクラーンの間は、路上は良い香りがする。
時々、最も美しい女性を選ぶコンテストがある。
この時に行われることは家の掃除である。また彼らは新しい服を着ます。これら全てのことは、新年
を迎える準備ができていることを意味します。
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Appendix C
SCORING RUBRIC
(1) Main Idea Coverage
5. EXCELLENT: A response has complete coverage of main ideas.
4. VERY GOOD: A response has coverage of most main ideas.
3. GOOD: A response has moderate coverage of main ideas.
2. MODERATE: A response has some coverage of main ideas.
1. POOR: A response has coverage of very few ideas.
0. NO: A response has no coverage of main ideas.
(2) Integration
5. EXCELLENT: A response rearranges the order of the statements logically, displays excellent examples of
integration and connectives, and demonstrates global interpretation of the source text.
4. VERY GOOD: A response rearranges the order of the statements logically, displays good examples of
integration and connectives, and demonstrates global interpretation of the source text.
3. GOOD: A response rearranges the order of the statements logically, displays moderate examples of
integration and connectives, and demonstrates global interpretation of the source text.
2. MODERATE: A response basically follows the order of source text with few cases of re-ordering and
integration, and is not global in the interpretation of the source text.
1. POOR: A response follows the original order of the statements in the source text, shows rare instance of
proper integration and connectives, and is not global in their interpretation of the source text.
0. NO: A response has no instances of integration or connectives at all.
(3) Language Use
5. EXCELLENT: A response displays consistent facility in the use of language, demonstrating syntactic variety,
appropriate word choice; it is within the word limit as required.
4. VERY GOOD: A response displays facility in the use of language, demonstrating syntactic variety and range
of vocabulary, though it will probably have occasional noticeable minor errors in structure, or word form that do
not interfere with meaning; it is basically within the word limit.
3. GOOD: A response demonstrates inconsistent facility in sentence formation and word choice that may result
in lack of clarity and occasionally obscure meaning; and/or it exceeds the word limit to a noticeable degree.
2. MODERATE: A response has a noticeably inappropriate choice of words or word forms, an accumulation of
errors in sentence structure and/or usage; and/or it exceeds the word limit to a large degree.
1. POOR: A response has serious and frequent errors in sentence structure or usage, the text shows a lack of
control of vocabulary and/or grammar; and/or it exceeds the word limit to a large degree.
0. NO: A response is totally incomprehensible due to language errors, or because the response is left blank.
(4) Source Use
5. EXCELLENT: A response is predominantly in the summarizers’ own words and sentence structures, in
addition to the accurate use of the information from the source text.
4. VERY GOOD: A response is mostly in the summarizers’ own words and sentence structures, in addition to
the accurate use of the information from the source text.
3. GOOD: A response is basically in the summarizers’ own words and sentence structures, in addition to
appropriate use of information from the source text.
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2. MODERATE: A response has some use of the summarizers’ own words and sentence structures, in addition
to the adequate use of the information from the source text.
1. POOR: A response is predominately verbatim copying the source text.
0. NO: A response demonstrates completely verbatim copying from the source text.
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